Weimar
Germany’s
economy

1

How much debt did Germany have following WWI?

How much was Germany required to pay in reparations due to the
2 Treaty of Versailles?
3

4

5

When France invaded the Ruhr, what did they seize control of?

How much did a loaf of bread cost by 1923?

The name of the new currency set up by Stresemann.

How much money did Germany loan from America as part of the Dawes
6 Plan?
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1

How much debt did Germany have following WWI? 150 billion marks

How much was Germany required to pay in reparations due to the
2 Treaty of Versailles? £6.6 billion
When France invaded the Ruhr, what did they seize control of?
3 Raw materials, manufactured goods and industrial machinery
How much did a loaf of bread cost by 1923?
4 200,000 billion marks
The name of the new currency set up by Stresemann.
5 Rentenmark
How much money did Germany loan from America as part of the Dawes
6 Plan? $25 billion

Title: What effects did the Wall Street Crash
have on Germany?
Lesson objectives:
Describe what the Wall Street
Crash was.
Explain why this impacted
Germany.
Assess the effects this had on the
economy and the German people.

What major
events have had
an impact on our
economy in the
modern day?

Individual liberty,
rule of law

Germany in 1929
Weimar Germany seemed to be in a strong position in
1929. Gustav Stresemann had been successfully
improving the German economy and international
reputation.
However, in 1929 two major events came together to
lead Germany back into disaster.

First, on 3rd October 1929, Stresemann died of a heart
attack. Then less than a month later, the American stock
market crashed.

The Wall Street Crash
1) Where is Wall Street?
2) What was the stock market like in the 1920s?
3) What did Herbert Hoover speak of?
4) When did the Stock Market crash?
5) How much money was lost in a few weeks?
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00xc7d6

6) What impact did this have on small banks?
7) What did Hoover try convince Americans?
8) What did the economy depend on?
9) What did people stop doing?

The Wall Street Crash

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00xc7d6

1) Where is Wall Street?
New York’s financial district.
2) What was the stock market like in the 1920s?
Strong and healthy.
3) What did Herbert Hoover speak of?
“An end to poverty” and “unlimited plenty for all”.
4) When did the Stock Market crash?
October 1929.
5) How much money was lost in a few weeks?
30 billion dollars.
6) What impact did this have on small banks?
People desperately tried to withdraw their money.
7) What did Hoover try convince Americans?
Recovery was just around the corner.
8) What did the economy depend on?
People spending money
9) What did people stop doing?
Buying things.

In October 1929, share prices began to ____ on the Wall Street stock exchange
in New York, USA. Worried that they could lose money, American investors
rushed to ____ their shares before they fell further. This caused the share
prices to drop even quicker, which led to more people __________ and selling
their shares.
On “Black Thursday”, 24th October 1929, __________ shares were sold in a
single day. Shares worth $20,000 in the morning had fallen to ______ by the
afternoon. Within a week, investors had lost _____________.
This had a huge affect on the _______________ economy as America was such
an important trading partner for many different countries. The next 12 years
became known as the “Great ___________” as every major nation fell into
economic trouble.
Depression / $1,000 / panicking / sell / $4,000 million / international / fall / 13 million
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fall on the Wall Street stock
In October 1929, share prices began to ____
exchange in New York, USA. Worried that they could lose money, American
investors rushed to ____
sell their shares before they fell further. This caused the
share prices to drop even quicker, which led to more people __________
and
panicking
selling their shares.
13 million shares were sold in a
On “Black Thursday”, 24th October 1929, __________
$1,000 by the
single day. Shares worth $20,000 in the morning had fallen to ______
afternoon. Within a week, investors had lost _____________.
$4,000 million
international
This had a huge affect on the _______________
economy as America was
such an important trading partner for many different countries. The next 12
Depression
years became known as the “Great ___________”
as every major nation fell
into economic trouble.

Depression / $1,000 / panicking / sell / $4,000 million / international / fall / 13 million

1) Explain the economic effects in Germany

4) Explain how this caused growing support
in the Nazi and Communist parties

3) Explain why the government failed to deal
with unemployment.

2) Explain the effects on unemployment in
Germany

The Wall Street Crash
October 1929

Economic Effects
The Wall Street Crash caused a banking crisis in
Germany. Many German banks were big investors in
the American stock market, people were worried
that the banks might lose all their money.
This caused people to rush to the banks to withdraw
their savings, causing some banks to run out of cash.
The German Civil Bank went bust in 1929, meaning
people lost their money.
To make the situation worse, the American banks
which had been supporting the German economic
recovery recalled their loans. This meant that
Germany had to repay the money it had borrowed.
This caused the German economy to collapse
completely.
People queuing to withdraw their money.

The economic collapse led to
businesses having to close or
scale down their production.
Either way, they had to make
workers unemployed.
Because the economic crisis was
worldwide, companies that sold
their goods abroad also
struggled. This led to more
unemployment.

All these new unemployed
people were unable to buy
things. This caused sales to fall
even further, which caused
more people to become
unemployed. This downward
spiral continued uncontrollably.

Unemployment
By January 1933, 6 million workers were unemployed. This included 40% of
all factory workers, 50% of Germans between 16-30 years old, and 60% of
university graduates. As a result, many suffered:
Unemployed: As more people became unemployed the government ran
out of money to pay their benefits. These were then cut, causing even
more problems.
Savers: Some people had their savings tied up in shares and investment.
When the stock market crashed they lost all these savings and had nothing
to fall back on.
Workers: To provide some kind of help for the unemployed, the
government raised taxes. Meanwhile, employers cut wages. Real wages
(the value of things your money can actually buy fell by 30%.
Homeless: Makeshift shanty and slum towns began to spring up as many
became homeless. This led to violence and crime. There was an increase of
24% in arrests for theft in Berlin.

The government reaction
The chancellor of Germany during this time was Heinrich Bruning.
First, he suggested cutting benefits and raising taxes. This upset
everyone and he failed to get his ideas passed through the Reichstag.
Different political parties struggled to agree on how to solve the
problem.
Unable to get laws passed by the Reichstag, Bruning turned to Article
48. He began to rely on President Hindenburg to pass laws for him. In
1930 this Article 48 was used 5 times, in 1931 it was used 44 times,
and in 1932 it was used 66 times.
Despite his efforts, Bruning was unable to stop the effects of the Great
Depression. Suffering continued to get worse and Bruning’s use of
Article 48 only made him and his government look worse.
Heinrich Bruning

Unable to maintain control, Bruning resigned in May 1932.

Rise in support for extremist parties
Support grew for the extremist parties. The Communist party gained a
million new members, making it the largest communist party in the
world outside of the Soviet Union. It held 15% of the seats in the
Reichstag.
The growth in communist support was especially strong amongst the
working class in large towns and cities. This was due to the growing
unemployment and falling wages.

The rise in support for the communist party scared the middle and
upper class. They feared they would suffer under a communist
government who would confiscate their land and property.
They knew that the Nazis fiercely opposed the communists and began
to see them as the only party who would defend them. This fear of
communism caused a surge in support for the Nazis. In fact, the Nazi
party began to grow even quicker than the Communist party.

Seats in the Reichstag following
general elections.
May
1928

Sept
1930

July
1932

Social Democrats
(SPD)

152

143

133

Nazi Party (NSDAP)

12

107

230

Communist Party
(KPD)

54

77

89

The Nazis targeted different groups of people and
were very successful in bringing new people into
the party.
Stick the pictures into your book and write next to
each picture a summary of how the Nazis appealed
to that section of society.
CHALLENGE:
Which of these groups were the most influential?
Which of these groups do you think the Nazi Party really cared
abut?
Which of these groups do you think were tricked?

BIG BUSINESS and THE RICH

WORKING CLASS

Wealthy industrialists were targeted by the Nazi Party.

The NSDAP seemed like the party for the working
class. Their name (the National Socialist German
Worker’s Party) strongly suggested this and many of
their policies appealed to workers. One key Nazi
slogan was “Work and Bread”.

Hitler persuaded wealthy businessmen that the Nazi
Party was their best defence against communism.
As a result of increased support from businesses like
Benz, money poured into the NSDAP. This improved their
finances and enabled them to spend more on
propaganda.

However, the Nazis were never as dominant as the
Communist Party within the working class.

FARMERS

YOUNG PEOPLE

In 1928 the Nazis changed a key policy that said they
would confiscate land from farmers to saying they would
only confiscate land from Jewish farmers. This reassured
farmers who saw the Nazis as a protection against
communists, who would definitely take their land.

For many young people, the Nazi Party was very
exciting. It’s demonstrations and rallies were
colourful, loud and full of atmosphere. Hitler’s
speeches were captivating and he promised much
more than the traditional parties.

This meant that the Nazi party got strong support from
rural areas, winning up to as high as 60% of the vote in
some parts of the countryside.

43% of new members to the party were aged 18-30.

WOMEN

The Wall Street Crash hurt the middle-class badly.
This group contained professions like lawyers,
teachers and small business owners. They supported
the Nazis for three main reasons.

At first, many women did not support the Nazis. The
Nazis strongly believed in traditional gender roles and
argued that women’s main purposes were that of wives
and mothers.

Nazi propaganda increasingly targeted women,
suggesting that the Nazi Party was the best for Germany
and the best for their families. This had an affect and
more women came to support the Nazi Party.

THE MIDDLE CLASS

First, many of these lost their savings and pensions,
they saw the Nazis as a way to recover these. Second,
they were afraid of the Communist Party who wanted
to abolish private ownership so turned to the Nazi
party. Finally, many disliked the moral decline that
they believed occurred in the 1920s and wanted to
return to traditional values

Give two things you can infer from Source A about
the effects of the Wall Street Crash on the
German people. (4 marks)
Mark scheme
1-2 marks: Simple statements pointing out things in the source.
3-4 marks: A supported INFERENCE (an idea about what the source means or what its message is) from the source
backed up by examples and your own knowledge to help you explain.

Complete the table below to explain your answer.
(i)

What I can infer…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Details in the source that tell me this…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

(i)

What I can infer…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Details in the source that tell me this…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Give two things you can infer from Source A about
the effects of the Wall Street Crash on the
German people. (4 marks)
Mark scheme
1-2 marks: Simple statements pointing out things in the source.
3-4 marks: A supported INFERENCE (an idea about what the source means or what its message is) from the source
backed up by examples and your own knowledge to help you explain.

Complete the table below to explain your answer.
(i)

What I can infer…

Is that people in Germany wanted to protect their savings.
Details in the source that tell me this…

A large crowd has gathered outside the German Civil Bank to withdraw their
savings.
(i)

What I can infer…

Is that the Wall Street Crash effected all types of people in Germany.
Details in the source that tell me this…

There are businessman holding briefcases as well as industrial
workers with soft caps queuing outside the bank.

